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ABSTRACT
This pictorial engages with the concept of ‘diversity’ as it has been
taken up in the current technology industry by companies such as
Google, Facebook, and Twitter. Drawing on methods of design
fiction, we use a visual parody of a fictional social media
corporation to explore possible consequences of diversity
efforts—both within industrial workplace settings and the
platforms they produce. By outwardly foregrounding diversity
through explicitly absurd presentations, our investigation uses
humor and farce to draw attention to how such efforts further
entrench the very forms of institutional racism, ableism, and
sexism they are meant to disrupt, for example, by creating
additional work for the people they are designed to include. We
offer these visual explorations not to promote or discourage
diversity efforts, but to help design researchers imagine what such
efforts become when labor and unintended consequences go
unaccounted.
Author Keywords
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ACM Classification Keywords
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INTRODUCTION
<Authors> Within the technology industry, diversity efforts
are on the march. Fueled in part by the widely considered
sexist Google manifesto [[20]] and an the overwhelmingly
white, male, nondisabled workforce [[7], [12], [13]],
Silicon Valley high technology firms have launched
programs and press releases that embrace heterogeneity and
advocate for bringing new and under-represented groups
into their ranks. Their advocacy highlights the generative
impacts that diversity efforts may have on both the
corporation and society.

Inclusive Networking
Pick up a business card from any
Wobbler you meet and scan the QR
code to find our job openings online.
While you’re at it, take a look at our
logo written in Braille!

In this pictorial, we draw from recent feminist scholarship,
particularly the work of Sarah Ahmed, to explore the ways
in which those institutionalized diversity efforts may do
something other than advocates suggest. They may work as
what Ahmed calls a tool of happiness: a way of branding an
organization as equitable while obscuring the workings of
ableism, racism, sexism, and other forms of discrimination
behind the scenes [[1], p.14]. By refusing to name these
forces of oppression, institutions may create new
challenges. Ahmed explains, “[t]he promise of diversity
could then be described as a problem: the sign of inclusion
makes the signs of exclusion disappear.” [[1], p. 65].
We examine this critique
through visual parody. Drawing
on methods of design fiction
[[4]], parody, [[6], [11]] and
speculative futuring [[10]], we
depict a fictional social media
corporation that we call Wobble
to explore possible
consequences of diversity
efforts—both within industrial
workplace settings and the
platforms they produce. In our
parody, Wobble’s products,
culture, hiring practices, and

public relations propel diversity as a corporate value
embedded in everything from office supplies to workplace
procedures. By outwardly foregrounding diversity through
explicitly absurd presentations, our investigation uses
humor and farce to draw attention to how such efforts
further entrench the forms of institutional racism, ableism,
and sexism they aim to disrupt. For example, workplace
practices meant to increase the diversity of hires could
cause harm to the same people they are intended to benefit
(e.g. through imposing added invisible labor). We offer
these visual explorations not to promote or discourage
diversity efforts, but to help design researchers imagine
what such work enables when labor and unintended
consequences go unaccounted.
Our team included researchers with disabilities and from
the Global South who believe in and promote diversity
through our research, teaching, and service. Although we
align with the wider goals of diversity work in our own
institutions and technology workplace culture, we have
experienced and assigned daily diversity work in ways that
can obfuscate ours and colleagues’ labor thus making them
feel disingenuous.
Informed by our experience, the visual fictions detailed
below illustrate approaches to accounting for diversity
through their materiality and content, but also through the
crucial power dynamics they obscure. Rather than cast
diversity as an achievable, contained task, we consider how
we might be mindful of the methods and objects used to
communicate and do the work associated with diversity. To
reinforce this approach, we reflect on Wobble - our fictional
social media corporation - and its diversity efforts in the
design of this very document. For example, we use the
authors’ tag <Authors> to denote our academic voice. This
draft imagery reinforces diversity as incomplete and
ongoing work in contrast with Wobble’s sleek messaging
that diversity has been figured out. </Authors>

Wobble: We shake things up!
We designed Wobble’s logo to reflect our core values: disruption,
disruption, disruption. All we need is technology and a social
conscience. We extend this mindset to all that we do—insuring
diversity gets captured in every visual bit.
Diversity matters! We at Wobble deeply value an inclusive
workplace. And we can’t wait to share our latest advancements!
Design researchers such as yourselves can easily adapt our
products and organizational strategies for academic
environments. Read our report and send us
your feedback!

Our color palette is accessible for our colorblind users (an
estimated 8 of every 100 people that visit our website!). We used
a color blindness simulator to tune our color selection [3]. Try it
out!

Hand towel device
We noticed that our minority Wobblers end up having to do a lot
of invisible work for even small, trivial things that are part of
everyone’s daily routines. For example, Wobblers with motor
impairments may not be able to pull levers on paper towel
dispensers. We solved this problem by upgrading our devices to
sense our Wobblers’ hands. The device dispenses paper towels
when users’ hands approach the purple rectangle at the bottom
of the device.

UX Research Findings
We value understanding the impact of our products, even
internally. So, after installing the dispensers, we conducted user
research to determine ease of use, not just by our Wobblers with
motor impairments, but by a representative sample of all
Wobblers. In the process, we discovered a new design challenge
for our diversity engineers. Our blind Wobblers had difficulties
knowing where to wave their hands. Some blind Wobblers
commented that they would be happy with the old, manually
operable, machines. However, we are a 21st century tech
company up for the challenge!

A positive message in your hands
Our paper towels celebrate diversity in 3 ways. Their textured
surface reminds Wobblers of their diverse contributions. The
visual design features paintings from openly gay artist Keith
Haring [[8]]. Finally, the question 'Have you designed diversity
today?' challenges Wobblers to help Wobble make the world a
better place, even through their daily work and interactions.

<Authors> In what people have nicknamed “diversity
fatigue,” members of underrepresented groups may get
assigned or volunteer for a greater proportion of service
jobs and diversity initiatives [[1], [9], [15]]. The people
hoping to increase the presence of under-represented groups
may not take into account the labor required, and such
efforts may then be questioned rather than rewarded [[3]].
As Susan Leigh Star and Anselm Strauss warn, “If the
system does not account for the matrix of visible and
invisible work and its questions of equity, those at the
bottom will suffer” [[16], page 367]. Making work visible
without accounting for tradeoffs makes the work
manipulatable [[16], [17], [18], [19]]. </Authors>

Future dispensers will not just sense whether a hand is present.
As you can see from the sketches above, our creatives are
brainstorming sophisticated computer vision-powered and
machine learning-trained sensors to follow the full body
movements of Wobblers and dispense a towel into the Wobblers’
hands wherever they are in the restroom or office.

Wobble’s talent acquisition strategies
We know that the best way to acquire the most diverse talent is
to involve our Diverse Wobblers in every step of our talent
recruitment process. This goal is why we created the One Diverse
Wobbler per interview policy!

More Organizational Strategies
A - Implications for Interviews
One Diverse Wobbler™ participates on each interview
round.
B - Implications for Training
To teach Wobblers about unconscious bias, we added
diversity and inclusion modules into all optional training
resources.
Leaders and managers have clear diversity and inclusion
goals. Fulfilling them is part of our quarterly performance
review, but it does not preempt promotion.
Wobblers do empathy exercises during teams’ off sites. We
even go to underprivileged communities to do volunteering.
C - Implications for Marketing
All company photos and videos for marketing assets must
feature at least one woman, one person of color, and one
person with a disability.

Diversity hiring extends to our contract positions
Interested in working on our cafe and cleaning services teams?
Our contractors must abide by Wobble’s diverse hiring policies!
Apply today!!

CONCLUSION

<Authors> In presenting Wobble, we have explored how the
concept of diversity may thread through the materials,
practices, and strategies of a social media corporation. In this
branding work, we find the concept of diversity can sometimes
obscure harmful consequences for the very people it seeks to
include and support. By engaging with the fictional [[4], [6],
[10], [11]], we use visual parody to examine objects that
exemplify the limits and pitfalls of diversity work. As parodic
designs, the Wobble brand treated diversity as an
accomplishment that could be achieved and contained. With
this narrow framing, designers could turn identity performance
into discrete and enumerable features that fit tidily within a
profit-seeking corporate agenda. Diversity, in this abstract
configuration, lends itself to marketization while overlooking
potential harms.
From paper towel dispensers to algorithms, diversity efforts
like those illustrated in the pages above invite designers and
researchers to imagine how things could be. They explore the
potential pitfalls of deploying existing tools such as empathybuilding and the strategic practices intended to hire more
diverse employees (see [[2]]). In doing so, they expose the
struggle involved in undoing the assumption that diversity
works as an easily implementable, universal good, regardless of
its formulation.
Although focusing on industry, our work suggests design
researchers, including us as authors of this pictorial, continually
ask what we really mean when we talk about diversity,
independent of our institutional home. It suggests listening
attentively and fostering connection across difference. It insists
we create openings for multiple voices, even if the work is
difficult and imperfect.
To quote Ijeoma Oluo, "Fear the thought that right now, you
could be contributing to the oppression of others and you don’t
know it. But do not fear those who bring that oppression to

light. Do not fear the opportunity to do better.” [[14], p.224]
</Authors>
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